The truth regarding ventricular equilibrium and diastolic suction has been elusive since Galen (26) observed blood moving into the ventricle with a force "vis a fronte." The continued debate (29) justifies that we readdress the conceptual (i.e., kinematic) basis of ventricular equilibrium and diastolic suction.
Equilibrium at diastasis. We propose a physiologically intuitive, functional equilibrium: diastasis. When ventricular filling commences, the chamber expands (recoils) faster than it can fill and aspirates blood from the atrium by rapidly decreasing chamber pressure with simultaneous volume expansion dP/dV Ͻ 0 (10, 15) . Wall recoil requires a net restoring force generated by the integrated action of loaded elastic elements seeking to return to their equilibrium dimension (2, 8, (12) (13) (14) . As ventricular filling (Doppler E-wave) continues, the elastic elements approach their equilibrium dimension and elastic forces decrease. Once diastasis is reached, there is no wall motion, no atrioventricular pressure gradient, no flow, and no change in volume or pressure (19) . Thus at diastasis, all forces and strains must be balanced (they are not zero), and there is no net force or wall motion. Hence, diastasis must be the in vivo equilibrium volume, and every ventricle approaches diastasis by suction initiated filling.
Kinematics of equilibrium. Before the contributors to ventricular elastic properties, such as titin, collagen, and visceral pericardium (12) (13) (14) 23) were appreciated, Brecher et al. (3) defined ventricular elastic equilibrium volume intuitively as the volume where the ventricle's "transmural pressure is zero (⌬P ϭ 0) and no stress is applied on its structural elements."
On the basis of this definition, Nikolic, Yellin, and others used elegant experimental techniques to show that the ventricle generates subatmospheric filling pressures only when the endsystolic volume (ESV) is below a certain value, Vo (21) . This value was taken to be the Brecher defined [⌬P ϭ 0] equilibrium volume and reinforced the traditional view that suction only occurs when ventricular ESVϽVo.
In contrast, more recent work by Omens and Fung (22) and Balaban (14) shows that even when fully relaxed, the LV wall has residual stress. This presence of residual stresses negates Brecher's implied connection between ⌬P ϭ 0 and a state where "no stress is applied" on ventricular elastic elements. Because the fully relaxed ventricle's thick walls maintain residual stress (22) , the requirement that transmural pressures vanish (⌬P ϭ 0), need not be invoked to achieve equilibrium.
Toward equilibrium. Attainment of diastasis requires ventricular recoil, driven in part, by molecular elastic elements (5, 13, 14) releasing elastic strain stored during systole. If we assume Vo is equilibrium, a serious kinematic inconsistency arises if VoϽESV. In this setting the elastic elements would remain displaced above their equilibrium position and would be expected to exert force opposing chamber enlargement at the start of filling. However, as the mitral valve opens and filling commences, there is always a net expansive force responsible for recoil of the ventricular tissue. An atrial "push" cannot account for this force, because it would cause LV pressure to increase immediately on mitral-valve opening. Relaxation of the LV tissue by itself cannot account for this force either, because relaxation only relieves a compressive force, but does not generate motion. When elastic elements are displaced above equilibrium (Fig. 1) , it is not clear what provides the expansive force opposing the early filling-related This inconsistency is avoided by rejecting Vo determined by ⌬P ϭ 0 and accepting diastasis as the equilibrium volume. When ventricular volume exceeds diastatic volume, the chamber does oppose this volumetric enlargement with a net compressive force. This force can be appreciated in the presence of 1st degree AV block, for example, where one observes late diastolic mitral regurgitation (1) and a decline in LVP toward equilibrium, despite ⌬P 0. By accepting diastasis as in-vivo equilibrium, late diastolic mitral regurgitation is the predictable result of displaced elastic elements that recoil toward diastasis and return the ventricle toward its equilibrium volume. Importantly, this type of spontaneous pressure decline after early rapid filling is not observed naturally unless the ventricular volume exceeds the volume at diastasis.
Relation between equilibrium at diastasis and suction. Accepting diastasis as the equilibrium volume means that for all ventricles the elastic elements are displaced at end systole, and it is the recoil of these elastic elements towards equilibrium that initiates filling with dP/dV Ͻ 0 and drives the ventricle toward diastasis. Elastic recoil moves the wall so the chamber expands faster than it can fill (10, 15) , powers torsion (8, 24) , and generates the negative atrioventricular pressure gradient that initiates the Doppler E-wave (7, 9) . Thus ventricular suction, including the intraventricular pressure gradient (7) must always be present as a result of the recoil of displaced elastic elements returning toward equilibrium. Suction and its link to recoil toward equilibrium as a diastolic mechanism is included in the current American Society of Echocardiography standards (20) .
It should be noted that suction requires only that the receiving chamber drop its pressure below the source pressure, and does not require negative transmural pressures. Brecher recognized this, saying plainly that "it was thought that only the occurrence of negative intraventricular transmural pressure could be taken as evidence for the existence of ventricular diastolic vis a fronte. A brief consideration of the physical forces will show that this conclusion is fallacious" (4). Consider a compressed turkey baster submerged in any depth of water; the baster always returns to its equilibrium position even though the pressure never falls below atmospheric. The elastic recoil of the baster is analogous to the kinematics of the heart at low or high pressure environments and the motion observed in excised hearts (2) .
Suction and its (patho)physiological importance. Yellin et al. (27) suggested that a definition of diastolic suction based on dP/dV Ͻ 0 has little "utilitarian value," because it means that every ventricle initiates early rapid filling by being a suction pump (27) .
However, the utilitarian value of suction is enhanced by the recognition of its general applicability and quantification. Indeed its physiological value is enhanced when one assesses its effectiveness on a continuum. For example, work by Yotti (28) and a related editorial by Little (18) suggests that diagnosing and quantifying suction via pressure gradients is important in understanding pathophysiology. Dilated ventricles are poor suction pumps, aspirating a relatively small volume in early filling and compensating with atrial contraction and a resting tachycardia to maintain cardiac output. Healthy ventricles store (and release) greater amounts of elastic energy during systole (and diastole) and are therefore more effective suction pumps. Thus the importance of suction is revealed through mechanistic understanding of how it is modulated, how it determines the contour of the E-wave (16, 17) and how a lack of suction affects patients clinically and physiologically (19, 20) .
Understanding the conceptual basis of equilibrium volume and LV suction has expanded our knowledge of cardiovascular physiology, both transiently (5, 6) and at the organ level (25, 30) . As noted above (18, 19) , considering diastasis as the equilibrium state and appreciating how suction initiated filling leads the chamber toward equilibrium sheds new light on diastolic function and dysfunction from the embryo (10) to the clinic (11, 20) .
Thus we conclude that the truth, no matter how improbable, must be that diastasis is the physiological in vivo equilibrium volume and requires diastolic suction as the mechanism by which it can be achieved.
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